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LAMBEAU FIELD SEATING CHART

Outdoor Bowl & South Endzone Seating
Indoor Club Seats
Outdoor Club Seats
Suites (Skyboxes) & Champions Club
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CARRY-IN BAG POLICY & SECURITY
To provide a safer environment and significantly expedite your entry into stadiums, all NFL teams are limiting the size and type of bags that may
be brought into stadiums. Police officers are stationed at each entrance and all persons entering the gate are subject to search and questioning.
Please be aware that carry-in policies may be modifed from game to game as security levels change.

ALLOWABLE BAGS

PROHIBITED ITEMS

JJ Bags that are clear plastic, vinyl or PVC and do not exceed 12” x 6” x 12.”

Prohibited items include, but are not limited to:
purses larger than a clutch bag, coolers, briefcases,
backpacks, fanny packs, cinch bags, luggage of any
kind, computer bags and camera bags or any bag larger
than the permissible size.

(Official NFL team logo clear plastic tote bags are available at Packers Pro Shop or at nflshop.com)
JJ One-gallon clear plastic freezer bag (Ziploc bag or similar).
JJ Small clutch bags, approximately the size of a hand (4.5” x 6.5”), with or without a

handle or strap can be taken into the stadium with one of the clear plastic bag options.
An exception will be made for medically necessary items after proper inspection at a gate
designated for this purpose.

PROHIBITED ITEMS

ALLOWABLE ITEMS

Bottled water, soda, beer or hard liquor
UUPeanuts, candy bars or snack food of any kind
UUKnives (including pocket knives)
UUBox Cutters
UUCamcorders
UUGuns/Ammunition
UUCoolers
UUUmbrellas

DDAdditional clothing or blankets if carried loosely

UU

DDBeads
DDBeachball**
DDBinoculars
DDCheesehead
DDCamera (not video camera)
DDCell Phone
DDFoam Finger
DDFootball Helmet/Football**
DDStuffed Animal**
DDSigns & Banners**
DDStadium Seats (under 18” wide without pockets or zippers)**

NOTES:
** Footballs & beachballs are OK but if thrown, may be confiscated and not returned.
** As long as whatever is attached to helmet is not dangerous such as real antlers or spikes.
** Stuffed animal insides may be checked thoroughly.
** Packers security may tell you to take your sign down at any time.
**Traditional stadium seats with backs and seat pads are permitted as long as they do not
exceed 18 inches wide and contain no pockets, zippers or concealable areas.
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